


 › Very compact design for such a high performance 
heater, allows for smaller overall equipment pads 
that won’t intrude on your poolscape.

 › A fully pre-mixed system with a highly efficient air 
and gas mixture lets the MasterTemp® heater  
heat up fast. No long waits before enjoying your 
pool or spa.

 › Cupronickel Heat Exchanger. Heavy duty 
corrosion-resistant heat exchanger for salt  
water pools.

 › Compare energy efficiency ratings and you’ll 
find MasterTemp® heaters at the top of the list. 
Comfort and economy can go together.

 › With a hot surface ignition (no pilot light) and 
pushbutton, digital controls, the MasterTemp® 
heater is as easy to operate as your home heating 
system. Plus, user-friendly indicator lights make 
system operation and monitoring a snap.

 › The easy-to-view, rotating digital display places 
controls front and center, no matter how the 
MasterTemp® heater is positioned on your 
equipment pad.

 › MasterTemp® heaters are engineered for super-
quiet operation and won’t intrude on your poolside 
leisure time.

 › A tough, rustproof composite exterior handles the 
heat and weathers the elements.

 › Eco-friendly, the MasterTemp® heater is certified 
for low NOx emissions and outperforms industry 
standards.

 › Safe operation through a series of features, 
including: a water pressure switch that senses 
the pump is running to prevent overheating, high 
limit switches assure the heater turns off if water 
temperature exceeds factory-set limits, manual 
gas shut-off when service is required, stack flue 
sensor also guards against overheating.

 › Approved for installation on combustible surfaces.



Minutes for 15°C Temperature Rise

Model
Spa Volume (Litres)

500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 10000

125 18 37 73 110

200 11 23 46 69 91 114

300 8 15 30 46 61 76

400 6 11 23 34 46 57 114

Recommended Heater Size By Location and Pool Size

Pool Size
Location

Adelaide Brisbane Canberra Hobart Melbourne Perth Sydney

25000 125 125 200 200 200 125 125

50000 300 200 300 400 300 200 300

75000 400 300 400 400 400 300 400

100000 400 400 400 400 400 400 400
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